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Additional info after ET-BGR-002 meeting

Dear Aldo, Jeannette,
Please find below a message of the ET Coordinators, Project Directorate and Infradev project leader to the BGR with
some clarifying additional info and the invitation to the kick‐off meeting.
Best wishes,
Job
‐‐‐
Job de Kleuver | NWO‐I | Institutes Organisation of NWO | International Affairs and Large Facilities | Tel +31 6 420
35 175 | j.dekleuver@nwo.nl / job.de.kleuver@nikhef.nl
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Dear members of the BGR,
We thank you once again for the invitation to attend the recent BGR meeting and to inform you about the recent
developments and to discuss and receive you valuable feedback.
We are grateful that in this early stage we already have established an effective platform to communicate and work
together to realise Einstein Telescope.
In addition to our reports and the discussions we take the opportunity to share some more info with you by email.
As discussed in the meeting we will prepare an integral and updated timeline for the ET project including the major
steps and share that with you in a next meeting.
During the meeting a number of upcoming events were mentioned and we want to clarify the aims and
participation:
•
7‐8 June there will be a scientific meeting of the ET collaboration in Budapest. The aims are scientific and the
target group are the scientists. No need that BSR and BGR attend this meeting
•
Mario Martinez is preparing a kick off meeting of the Infradev project. The target group are all people involved
in the project. We will kindly invite the BGR (and BSR) to attend (part of) the meeting to meet and discuss topics of
mutual interest. The meeting will be in Barcelona, the dates are in discussion (if possible in June/July) and more info
will follow soon.
A special topic of interest for the BGR is the governance development for ET. The ET project directorate started
recently with some inventory preparing steps to collect some materials. They also have asked Job de Kleuver to be
the linking pin between them and the BGR. He intends to be in close contact with you and your secretaries from
now on. This WP2 is of course open to contributions and ideas from all the agencies/ministries participating in
INFRADEV. As soon as the activities will really start we will inform you including our thoughts on how to organise
close and effective contacts with the BGR and to make use of the great experience, knowledge and expectations in
the BGR.
Best regards, Antonio and Stan (ET Coordinators), Nando and Jo (ET Project Directorate) and Mario (Infradev project
leader)
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